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Abstract—This paper presents PREVENT, a fully unsupervised
approach to predict and localize failures in distributed enterprise
applications. Software failures in production are unavoidable.
Predicting failures and locating failing components online are
the first steps to proactively manage faults in production. Many
techniques predict failures from anomalous combinations of
system metrics with supervised, weakly supervised, and semi-
supervised learning models. Supervised approaches require large
sets of labelled data not commonly available in large enterprise
applications, and address failure types that can be either captured
with predefined rules or observed while training supervised
models. PREVENT integrates the core ingredients of unsupervised
approaches into a novel fully unsupervised approach to predict
failures and localize failing resources. The results of experiment-
ing with PREVENT on a commercially-compliant distributed cloud
system indicate that PREVENT provides more stable, reliable and
timely predictions than supervised learning approaches, without
requiring the often impractical training with labeled data.

Index Terms—Failure prediction, distributed applications,
machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

GOOD design and quality assurance practice cannot pre-
vent software to fail in production [24]. The complexity

of distributed enterprise applications further increases the risks
of production failures.

Several approaches apply machine learning techniques to
prevent system failures, following many studies that exploit
artificial intelligence for software engineering problems [4],
[5], [7], [12], [17], [25], [33], [35], [36], [41], [51], [53], [61],
[65], [66], [67]. The two mainstream classes of approaches
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either predict failure prone modules based on metrics that reflect
the complexity of the code or predict the occurrence of error
states at runtime based on metrics that reflect the execution of
software systems.

Approaches that predict failure prone modules feed predic-
tion models with metrics from the code, and allow for fine-
tuning testing activities for the modules that are more likely
to contain defects [25], [67]. A notable case of approaches that
predict failure prone modules is the Nam and Kim’s CLAMI
approach [48] that clusters software modules based on the sim-
ilarity of code complexity metrics.

Approaches that predict the occurrence of error states at
runtime feed prediction models with metrics monitored at
runtime, and allow to take countermeasures before the fail-
ures actually manifest. These approaches draw on the ob-
servation that many failures occur in production when the
execution of some faulty statements corrupts the execution
state, and eventually the error state propagates to a system
failure, that is, a deviation of the delivered service from the
required functionality.

Current approaches for predicting failures exploit rule-based,
signature-based, or semi-supervised strategies. Rule-based ap-
proaches rely on predicates that experts extract from data ob-
served during operations [13]. Signature-based approaches rely
on supervised learning models that leverage the information
from historical records of previously observed failures [6], [15],
[19], [23], [31], [40], [49], [50], [57], [62]. Signature-based
approaches require large amounts of labeled failure data for
training, which are rarely available and hard to collect. Semi-
supervised approaches exploit signature-based models on top
of synthetic data inferred with either semi-supervised, weakly
supervised or unsupervised learning, to balance accuracy and
required information [22], [27], [43], [63], [64]. Signature-
based approaches for distributed applications often aim also to
localize the components responsible for the failures [13], [28],
[39], [42], [43], [56], [63].

This paper investigates a purely unsupervised approach to
failure prediction. Whereas signature-based approaches identify
failures of pre-defined failure types that occur in the training
data, unsupervised approaches detect anomalies as deviations
from some model of the nominal system behavior suitably
inferred in absence of failures, and can thus reveal failures of
any types, including types that do not necessarily correspond
to training data. Previous work explored unsupervised anomaly
detection for intrusion attacks [8], anomalies of streaming
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data [2], issues in computer networks [20], log file analysis [18]
and detection of performance issues [29].

In this paper we propose PREVENT, an original application
of unsupervised approaches to predict and localize failures in
distributed enterprise applications. PREVENT is grounded on
the lessons learned from PREMISE, EMBED and LOUD, our
previous work on supervised and unsupervised approaches to
predict failures and localize faults.

PREMISE [43] combines anomaly detection technique and
Logistic Model Trees (LMT) to predict failures and localize
failing resources in supervised fashion. EMBED [46], [47] pro-
poses Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to predict fail-
ures in complex cloud systems. LOUD [42] combines Granger
causality analysis and page rank centrality measures to localize
failing components. While PREMISE offers a supervised end-to-
end solution to predict failures and localize faults, EMBED and
LOUD propose unsupervised approaches to predict failures and
locate faults, respectively. Predicting the occurrence of failures
at the system level without localizing the failing components in
distributed applications (as in EMBED) does not offer develop-
ers and maintainers enough information to activate prevention
mechanisms. Relying only on localization mechanisms (as in
LOUD) results in many false alarms.

PREVENT originally combines failure prediction and fail-
ure localization in a coordinated and fully unsupervised ap-
proach. It exploits a deep autoencoder model to predict failures,
and coordinates deep autoencoder, Granger causality and page
rank centrality to locate failing components. In a nutshell, The
deep autoencoder identifies anomalous states of the system,
and discriminates normal and anomalous metrics. The Granger
causality analysis combined with page rank centrality effec-
tively ranks the values that the deep autoencoder reveals as
anomalous, to spot the faulty components responsible for the
predicted failures.

We introduce a new large dataset that we obtained by run-
ning many experiments on REDIS, a commercially-compliant,
distributed cloud system. The experiments that we discuss in the
paper compare the stability, reliability and earliness of PREVENT

with PREMISE, EMBED AND LOUD, in the context of failures
that we seed in REDIS.

PREVENT recomputes the prediction at each time interval. We
measure the stability of a prediction as the true positive rate
after the first true prediction, that is, the continuity in correctly
reporting the failing component in the presence of error states.
Intuitively, predictions consecutively raised at all timestamps
over a time interval are clearer messages of failures than inter-
mittent predictions that appear and disappear in a time interval.
We measure the reliability of the prediction with reference to
the false positive rate, that is, the frequency of alarms that do
not correspond to real error states or wrongly track the failures
to non-failing components: The lower the false positive rate, the
higher the reliability of the prediction. Intuitively, predictions
are more effective when they occur only in error states than
when they occur both in error and correct states. We measure
the earliness of a prediction as the time interval between the first
correct prediction and the actual failure, that is, the time interval

Fig. 1. Overview of PREVENT.

for a proactive action on the failing component to prevent a
failure before its occurrence.

This paper contributes to the research in software engi-
neering by

• defining PREVENT, a new unsupervised approach that orig-
inally combines deep autoencoder, Granger causality and
page rank centrality to predict failures and locate the cor-
responding faulty components.

• presenting a large set of data collected from a
commercially-compliant, distributed cloud systems
to evaluate and compare different approaches, data that
we offer in a replication package,1

• comparing PREVENT with PREMISE, EMBED AND LOUD,
to indicate the advantages of a fully unsupervised approach
for both predicting failures and locating faulty components
with respect to supervised approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
PREVENT. Section III describes the experimental setting, and
discusses the results of the experiments that comparatively eval-
uate PREVENT with respect to PREMISE, EMBED and LOUD.
Section IV discusses the main state-of-the-art approaches for
predicting and diagnosing failures, and their relation with
PREVENT. Section V summarizes the contribution of the paper
and indicates novel research directions.

II. PREVENT

The core contribution of this paper is PREVENT, an un-
supervised approach that both predicts failures in distributed
enterprise applications and localizes the corresponding faulty
components. PREVENT originally combines a deep autoencoder,
Granger causality analysis and pagerank centrality analysis to
predict failures and localize faulty components without requir-
ing training with labeled data. With this original combination
of unsupervised techniques, PREVENT overcomes the main ob-
stacles of supervised approaches: the effort required to label
the data for training and the difficulty of predicting failures of
types that do not correspond to training data. The unsupervised
nature of PREVENT allows to both predict failures of any type
and locate the faulty components responsible for the failures.
Efficiently locating the faulty components in large distributed
enterprise applications provides enough information for state-
of-the-art self healing approaches [60] to automatically activate
healing actions before the occurrence of the failures.

1The replication package at https://star.inf.usi.ch/#/software-data/14

https://star.inf.usi.ch/#/software-data/14
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Fig. 1 shows the main components of PREVENT, the State
classifier and the Anomaly ranker, that predict failures and
localize the faulty components, respectively. As shown in the
figure, the State classifier and the Anomaly ranker work on
time series of Key Performance Indicators, KPIs, that are sets of
metric values observed by monitoring the application at regular
time intervals (every minute in our experiments). A KPI is a pair
〈metric, node〉 of a metric value collected at either a virtual
or physical node of the monitored application. Our current
prototype of PREVENT collects KPI series with a monitoring
facility built on top of Elasticsearch [1].

PREVENT returns a list of anomalous nodes ranked by
anomaly relevance, list that the Anomaly ranker produces in the
presence of anomalous states inferred with the State classifier.

Both the State classifier and the Anomaly ranker include
a deep autoencoder that requires unsupervised training with
KPI data collected during normal (non-failing) executions of
the application, without requiring any labels at training time.
The deep autoencoder can be trained with a reasonably small
amount of data. In our experiments we train PREVENT with data
collected in two weeks of normal execution. Thus, PREVENT is
resilient to concept drifts that span over several weeks or more.
Such drifts can be overtaken with both frequent short retraining
sessions and continuous training in production, thanks to the
unsupervised nature of PREVENT.

The State classifier crosschecks the KPI values observed
in production against the normal-execution characteristics in-
ferred during training, and accepts normal states, when there
are no significant differences. It pinpoints anomalous states,
otherwise. The Anomaly ranker identifies anomalous KPIs,
that is, KPIs with values that significantly differ from values
observed during training in normal execution conditions, and
ranks anomalous nodes according to their relevance with re-
spect to the anomalous KPIs. PREVENT reports the anomalous
nodes only when the State classifier reveals anomalous states.
We discuss the inference models that instantiate the two com-
ponents later in this section.

We defined PREVENT by benefitting from the lessons learned
with PREMISE [43], EMBED [46], [47], and LOUD [42], three
representative techniques to predict and localize failures.

The supervised PREMISE approach that we developed as a
joint project with industrial partners, gives us important in-
sights about the strong limitations of supervised approaches
in many industrially-relevant domains. PREMISE combines an
unsupervised approach for detecting anomalous KPIs with a su-
pervised signature-based approach for predicting failures. The
signature-based approach requires long supervised training, and
achieves good precision only for failures of types considered
during supervised training. PREMISE indicates that supervised
approaches can indeed precisely and timely predict failures,
localize faults and identify the fault types. It also highlights
the strong limitations of training systems with seeded faults in
production, as supervised approaches require.

EMBED predicts failures by both computing the Gibbs free
energy associated with the KPIs that represent the system
state and monitoring anomalous energy fluctuations in produc-
tion. EMBED provides evidence about the correlation between

anomalous energy values of the RBM and KPI anomalies that
can lead to system failures. EMBED predicts failures of the
target application as a whole, without any information at the
level of the application nodes.

LOUD localizes faults with an unsupervised observational
strategy, by identifying the application nodes that are highly
relevant with respect to the causal dependencies between the ob-
served anomalies. It assumes the availability of precise anomaly
predictions at system-level to limit the otherwise large amount
of false alarms. LOUD shows how to combine Granger causality
analysis and page rank centrality to effectively locate faulty
components, in the presence of reliable failure predictions.

PREVENT introduces a deep autoencoder to improve the preci-
sion of detecting and classifying anomalous KPIs, and proposes
an original combination of the approaches as an efficient end-
to-end solution to predict failures and locate faulty components
with lightweight unsupervised training.

We implemented two State classifiers that we refer
to as PREVENTA (PreventAutoencoder) and PREVENTE

(PreventEnergy). PREVENTA implements PREVENT as
illustrated in Fig. 1. PREVENTE replaces the Deep Autoencoder
of the State classifier in Fig. 1 with a Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (RBM) that implements the free-energy-based
approach of EMBED. We use PREVENTE to compare PREVENT

with EMBED. Both PREVENTA and PREVENTE are integrated
with the Anomaly ranker that combines Granger-causality
with eigenvector-centrality (page rank centrality calculator) to
precisely localize failing nodes.

A. PREVENTA State Classifier

The PREVENTA State classifier uses a deep autoencoder to
predict failures without requiring training with seeded faults.
The deep autoencoder model identifies anomalous KPIs as KPIs
with values that are anomalous with respect to the observations
when training with normal executions.

A deep autoencoder (also simply referred to as autoencoder)
is a neural network architected with two contiguous sequences
of layers that mirror each other structure: A first sequence
of layers of decreasing size up to an intermediate layer of
minimal size, and a second sequence of layers of correspond-
ingly increasing size up to a layer with the same size of the
initial layer.

During training, the first half of the network learns how to
encode the input data in incrementally condensed form, up to
a minimal form in the intermediate layer. The second half of
the network learns how to regenerate the input based on the
information condensed in the intermediate layer. The difference
between the input and output values is the reconstruction error
of the autoencoder.

During training the neurons of the network learn functions
that minimize the average reconstruction error on the training
data. In production, the network returns small reconstruction
errors for data similar to the training data in both absolute values
and mutual correlations. It returns large reconstruction errors
for data that significantly differ from the observations in the
training phase.
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Fig. 2. Deep autoencoder as instantiated in PREVENTA.

Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the PREVENTA autoen-
coder that is composed of seven layers with sizes n, n/2, n/4,
n/8, n/4, n/2, and n, respectively, being n is the number of
monitored KPIs.

We trained the PREVENTA autoencoder with the KPIs ob-
served at regular time intervals on the distributed enterprise
application executed in normal conditions, that is, without fail-
ures. The trained autoencoder reveals the anomalous states
that emerge in production, as the states that correspond to
reconstruction errors that significantly differ from the mean
reconstruction error computed during training. In our current
prototype this threshold is set to the reconstruction errors that
differ from the mean reconstruction error for more than three
times the standard deviation observed on the training set.

B. PREVENTE State Classifier

The PREVENTE State classifier infers anomalous combi-
nations of KPI values from perturbations of the Gibbs free
energy computed on time series of KPI values monitored
from production.

The Gibbs free energy was originally introduced in statis-
tical physics to model macroscopic many-particle systems as
a statistical characterization of the properties of single parti-
cles that affect the global physical quantities such as energy
or temperature [10], and is applied in many domains, such
as the growth of the World Wide Web and the spread of
epidemics [16].

We rely on the intuition that complex distributed enterprise
software applications and physical systems share the depen-
dencies of properties of interest of the global state of the sys-
tem (energy and temperature in the case of physical systems,
failures in the case of software applications) on the collective
configuration of basic elements (particles in the case of physical
systems, KPI values in the case of software applications). Intu-
itively, the execution of some faulty code produces some error
states with anomalous KPI values that propagate through the
execution, thus leading to a progressive alignment of anomalous
KPI values. Following this intuition, we recast the problem of
predicting failures in complex distributed enterprise software

Fig. 3. RBM as instantiated in PREVENTE .

applications to the problem of revealing the collective alignment
of the KPIs of an application to correlated anomalous values.

PREVENTE supersedes the intractability of analytically rep-
resenting the physical dependencies that concretely govern the
correlations among KPIs [9] by approximating the computation
of the Gibbs energy with restricted Boltzmann machines, RBM
[21], and signals anomalous states when the energy exceeds
a threshold.

Fig. 3 show the two convolutional layers of the RBM as
instantiated in PREVENTE : A visible layer with as many neurons
as the number of KPIs monitored on the target application,
and a hidden layer with an equivalent number of neurons. The
visible layer takes in input the values of the KPIs monitored
at each timestamp, while the hidden layer encodes the joint
distributions of KPIs, based on the training-phase sampling
of the conditional probabilities of the hidden nodes given the
visible nodes.

PREVENTE trains the RBM with KPI values collected at
regular time intervals in production to set the reference energy
value. Our experiments indicate that a training with KPI values
collected over two weeks produces good results. PREVENTE

reports anomalies when the energy value observed at runtime
exceed the reference energy value by some thresholds. The
threshold values can be computed offline by training the RBM
with datasets from different applications. PREVENTE imple-
ments the RBM neural network in Matlab.

C. PREVENT Anomaly Ranker

The PREVENT Anomaly ranker:
(i) identifies sets of anomalous KPIs with a deep

autoencoder,
(ii) builds a graph that represents the causality dependen-

cies between the anomalous KPIs with Granger-causality
analysis [3], [26], [52],

(iii) exploits the causality graph to calculate the PageRank
centrality value of each anomalous KPI in the graph
[34], [44], [58],

(iv) returns the three nodes of the application with the highest
numbers of anomalous KPIs, selecting the top anomalous
KPIs of the centrality ranking, up considering at most
20% of the KPIs.

Deep Autoencoder: The deep autoencoder of PREVENT

Anomaly ranker is the same deep autoencoder of PREVENTA

state classifier. It identifies anomalous KPIs as KPIs with locally
high reconstruction errors that we implement as KPI reconstruc-
tion errors that differ from the corresponding mean observed
on the training set for more than three times the corresponding
standard deviation, in our prototype implementation.
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Granger Causality Analysis: At each timestamp in produc-
tion, the Granger-causality analyzer builds a causality graph
that represents the causal dependencies among the KPIs with
anomalous values at the considered timestamp. During training,
PREVENT builds a baseline causality graph that represents the
causality relations between the KPIs, as captured under normal
execution conditions: For each pair of KPIs 〈ka, kb〉, there is an
edge from the corresponding node ka to node kb in the baseline
casualty graph, if the analysis of the time series of the two KPIs
reveals a causal dependency from the values of ka on the values
of kb, according to the Granger causality test [26]. The weight
of the edges indicates the strength of the causal dependencies.2

At each timestamp in production, PREVENT Anomaly ranker de-
rives the causality graph of the anomalous KPIs by pruning the
baseline causality graph, to exclude the KPIs that autoencoder
does not indicate as anomalous.

PageRank Centrality: At each timestamp in production,
the PREVENT Anomaly ranker exploits the causality graph of
the anomalous KPIs to weight the relative relevance of the
anomalous KPIs as the PageRank centrality index. PageRank
scores the graph nodes (KPIs) according to both the number of
incoming edges and the probability of anomalies to randomly
spread through the graph (teleportation) [34].

Top Anomalous Application Nodes: PREVENT Anomaly
ranker sorts the anomalous KPIs according to the decreasing
values of their centrality scores; It selects the top anomalous
KPIs of the ranking up to considering at most 20% of the
KPIs; It tracks these anomalous KPIs to the corresponding
nodes of the application, and returns the three application nodes
with highest number of top-anomalous KPIs that correspond to
their location.

The PREVENT Anomaly ranker improves LOUD by (i) dis-
criminating the anomalous KPIs with a deep autoencoder
instead of time-series analysis, to improve the results, (ii) ex-
ploiting the top anomalous KPIs of the ranking up to 20% of
KPIs, rather than simply referring to the top 20 anomalous KPIs,
to scale to large systems with thousands KPIs and (iii) consid-
ering the KPIs that are anomalous at each specific timestamp,
rather than the KPIs that are detected as anomalous at least once
in the scope of a time window, to identify anomalous states and
anomalous nodes at each timestamp.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Research Questions

Our experiments address three research questions:

2The Granger causality test determines the existence of a causal dependency
between a pair of KPIs ka and kb as a statistical test of whether the time series
values of ka provide statistically significant information about the evolution of
the future values of kb [3], [26], [52]. Specifically, we test the null-hypothesis
that ka does not Granger-cause kb by (i) building an auto-regression model
for the time series values of kb, (ii) building another regression model that
considers the values of both ka and kb as predictors for the future values of
kb, (iii) testing if the latter model provides significantly better predictions
than the former one. If so, we reject the null-hypothesis in favor of the
alternative hypothesis that ka Granger-causes kb, and compute the strength of
the causality relation as the coefficient of determination R2. We implemented
the test with the Statsmodels Python library [45], [59].

RQ1: Can PREVENT predict failures in distributed enterprise
applications?

RQ2: Does the unsupervised PREVENT approach improve
over state-of-the-art (supervised) approaches?

RQ3: Does PREVENT improve over LOUD, that is, the
Anomaly ranker used as a standalone component?

RQ1 studies the ability of PREVENT to predict failures. We
consider both PREVENTA and PREVENTE , and comparatively
evaluate their ability to predict failures in terms of false alarm
rate, prediction earliness, and stability of true predictions.

We compute the false alarm rate in terms of false-prediction
and false-location alarms. The false-prediction alarms are the
timestamps that correspond to states wrongly identified as
anomalous during normal execution. The false-location alarms
are the timestamps that correspond to states that are identi-
fied as anomalous, but with failures wrongly located in non-
anomalous nodes, during failing execution. The lower the false
alarm rate of either types is, the higher the reliability of the
prediction is.

We compute prediction earliness as the number of times-
tamps between the first true prediction and the observed system
failure, that is, the time interval for activating a healing action
before a system failure. We compute the stability as the true
positive rate after the first prediction, that is, the ratio between
predictions after the first true prediction and timestamps before
the observed system failure. Intuitively, the stability indicates
the continuity in correctly reporting the failing component in
the presence of error states.

RQ2 investigates the advantages and limitations of train-
ing without failing executions. PREVENT trains models with
data from normal (non-failing) executions only, while su-
pervised techniques rely on training with both normal and
failing executions. The non-necessity of training with failing
execution extends the applicability of PREVENT with respect to
supervised techniques. PREVENT discriminates failure-prone
conditions as executions that significantly differ from observa-
tions at training time, while supervised techniques can iden-
tify only failures of types considered during training. As a
result, PREVENT is failure-type agnostic, that is, it can predict
failures of any types, while supervised techniques foster ef-
fectiveness by limiting the focus on specific types of failures.
We answer RQ2 by comparing both PREVENTA and PREVENTE

with PREMISE, a state-of-the-art supervised approach that we
studied in the last years and successfully applied in industrial
settings [43], in terms of true positive, true negative, and false
alarm rates.

A comparison with state-of-the-art approaches requires a
conceivable effort to set up the experimental context and ex-
ecute the experiments. By comparing PREVENT with PREMISE

we offer a fair comparative evaluation while keeping the costs
within an acceptable threshold. The original PREMISE paper
[43] reports a comparative evaluation with both Operation
Analytics - Predictive Insights (OA-PI)3, a widely adopted
industrial anomaly-based tool, and G-BDA [57], a state-of-the-
art signature-based approach, both outperformed by PREMISE.

3IBM. Operation Analytics - Predictive Insights Last access: July 2019.

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSJQQ3_1.3.3/com.ibm.scapi.doc/kc_welcome-scapi.html
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Fig. 4. Structure of the Redis Cluster.

Thus, the comparison with PREMISE offers a good data spec-
trum, within acceptable set-up costs because of our full access
to PREMISE.

RQ3 evaluates the contribution of the synergetic combination
of the State classifier and Anomaly ranker, to skim the false
alarms that derive from ranking anomalous KPIs in either non-
anomalous states or non-anomalous components. We evaluate
the contribution of combining State classifier and Anomaly
ranker by comparing both PREVENTA and PREVENTE with
LOUD, the Anomaly ranker component standalone that locates
faults failures for any state, by referring to the improved ap-
proach that we integrated in the PREVENT Anomaly ranker.

B. Experimental Settings

We report the results of experimenting with PREVENT on
Redis Cluster, a popular open-source enterprise application that
provides in-memory data storage.4 A Redis Cluster deploys the
in-memory data storage services on a cluster of computational
nodes, and balances the request workload across the nodes to
improve throughput and response time. Fig. 4 illustrates the
structure of the Redis Cluster that we deployed for our experi-
ments: twenty computational nodes running on separate virtual
machines, combined pairwise as ten master and ten slave nodes.
We integrated the Redis Cluster with a monitoring facility built
on top of Elasticsearch [1], to collect the 85 KPIs indicated in
Table I for each of the twenty nodes of the cluster, on a per-
minute basis, resulting in 1,700 KPIs collected per minute.5

We executed Redis Cluster on Google cloud with a workload
consisting of calls to operations for both storing and retriev-
ing data into and from the Cluster. The synthetic workload
implements a typical workload of applications in a working
environment, with a high amount of calls at daytime and a
decreased workload at nighttime, peaks at 7 PM and 9 AM,
low traffic in weekends and high traffic in workdays: between
0 and 26 requests per second in the weekends, between 0 and
40 in workdays [42].

4https://redis.io
5The monitoring infrastructure is commonly part of the deployment of

distributed applications like Redis, and executing PREVENT at runtime has
negligible overhead (less than 1 second) every minute.

Injecting Failures

We executed the Redis cluster with either no or injected
failures, to collect data during normal executions (normal
execution data) and in the presence of failures (failing
execution data), respectively. We reinitialized Redis and
restarted the virtual machines before each execution, and
dropped the first 15 timestamps (15 minutes) of execution under
normal conditions, to collect data on completely separated runs
and experiment in a stable and unbiased context, respectively.
We injected failures after 15 timestamps of execution under
normal conditions. In this way, we reproduce the occurrence of
failures in production at any time in normal execution condi-
tions. We injected a failure type at a time, to reproduce failures
that appear rarely in production.

We injected failures with Chaos Mesh6, a popular tool for
injecting failures in the cloud. We experimented with five of the
most common types of failures as defined in Chaos Mesh: CPU
stress, memory stress, network packet loss, network packet
delay, and network packet corruption.

We executed the Redis cluster with no injected failures for
a total of three weeks. We used two weeks of continuous
execution for training (80%) and validation (20%). We used
the third week of execution, disjoint from the previous two
weeks, to collect independent data to check for false positives.
We injected each failure at a master-slave node pair of the
Redis Cluster, and repeated each experiment three times, with
failures injected in three different master-slave pairs to reduce
statistical biases.

Experimenting With PREVENT

We trained the Deep autoencoder and the RBM neural net-
work, and we built the granger-causality graph for the granger-
causality analyzer with the unlabeled data collected in two
weeks of normal execution. We preprocessed the collected
KPIs, and discard the ones that kept a stable value all the
time, which we identified as the ones for which the variance is
below 10−5 for the entire time series, since these KPIs are not
representative of the how the application reacts to input stimuli.
We trained our models by considering 719 KPIs out of the 1,700
KPIs initially collected.

We used the data collected during a third week of nor-
mal execution to evaluate the impact of false-prediction
alarms, that is, timestamps that the prediction approaches
might erroneously indicate as anomalous states during nor-
mal executions.

We used the failing execution data to evaluate (i) the ability
of revealing failures, (ii) the ability to correctly locate the corre-
sponding failing nodes, (iii) the impact of both false prediction
and false location alarms, that is, the timestamps that corre-
spond to states wrongly identified as anomalous during normal
executions, and the timestamps that correspond to wrongly
identified localizations during failing executions, respectively,
as defined in Section II.

6https://chaos-mesh.org/

https://redis.io
https://chaos-mesh.org/
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TABLE I
KPIS COLLECTED AT EACH NODE OF THE REDIS CLUSTER

KPI
type

# of
KPI

KPI names

Core 9 Id (CPU Core Identifier), idle.pct (Percentage of Idle time), iowait.pct (Percentage of CPU time spent in wait), irq.pct (Percentage
of CPU time spent in handling hardware interrupts), nice.pct (Percentage of CPU time spent in low-priority processes), softirq.pct
(Percentage of CPU time spent in handling software interrupts), steal.pct (Percentage of CPU time spent in involuntary wait by the
virtual CPU while the hypervisor was servicing another processor), system.pct (Percentage of CPU time spent in kernel space), user.pct
(Percentage of CPU time spent in user space)

CPU 19 cores (Number of CPU cores on the host), idle.pct, iowait.pct, irq.pct, nice.pct, softirq.pct, steal.pct, system.pct, total.pct (Percentage
of CPU time spent in states other than Idle and IOWait), user.pct norm.idle.pct, norm.iowait.pct, norm.irq.pct, norm.nice.pct,
norm.softirq.pct, norm.steal.pct, norm.system.pct, norm.total.pct, norm.user.pct (norm prefix means normalized value of the corre-
sponding CPU metric without the norm prefix. They are normalized by considering number of cores)

File 5 count (Number of file systems), total files (Total number of files), total size.free (Total free space on disk), total size.total (Total disk
space either used or free), total size.used (Total used disk space)

Load 7 load.1 (Load average for the last minute), load.5 (Load average for the last 5 minutes), load.15 (Load average for the last 15 minutes),
cores (Number of CPU cores on the host), norm.1 (Load in the last minute divided by number of cores), norm.15, norm.5

Memory 18 actual.free, actual.used.bytes, actual.used.pct, free, hugepages.default size, hugepages.free, hugepages.reserved, hugepages.total,
hugepages.used.pct, swap.used.bytes, swap.used.pct, total, used.bytes, used.pct

Process 8 dead (Number of dead processes), idle (Number of idle processes), running (Number of running processes), sleeping (Number of
sleeping processes), stopped (Number of stopped processes), total (Total number of processes), un-known (Number of processes for
which the state could not be retrieved or is unknown), zombie (Number of zombie processes)

Socket 11 all.count (All open connections), all.listening (All listening ports), tcp.all.close wait (Number of TCP connections in close_wait state),
tcp.all.count (All open TCP connections), tcp.all.established (Number of established TCP connections), tcp.all.listening (All TCP
listening ports), tcp.all.orphan (Number of all orphaned tcp sockets), tcp.all.time wait (Number of TCP connections in time_wait state),
tcp.memory (Memory used by TCP sockets), udp.all.count (All open UDP connections), udp.memory (Memory used by UDP sockets)

Network 8 in.bytes (Number of bytes received), in.dropped (Number of incoming packets that were dropped), in.errors (Number of errors while
receiving), in.packets (Number or packets received), out.bytes (Number of bytes sent), out.dropped (Number of outgoing packets that
were dropped), out.errors (Number of errors while sending), out.packets (Number or packets received)

Total 85 KPI/node (1,700 KPI in the Redis Cluster with 20 nodes)

Experimenting With PREMISE and LOUD

The supervised PREMISE approach requires training with
labeled data. To train PREMISE, we labeled normal execution
data as no-failure, and we labelled the failing execution data
as 〈failure type,master-slave node pair〉 to indicate the type of
the injected failure and the pair of nodes at which the failures
were injected, respectively. We augmented the training data set
to include failing execution data for all nodes, synthesized by
replicating failures on symmetric nodes. In this way, we ob-
tained ten failing data sets for each original failing data set, one
per node pair. For each failure type FT , we trained PREMISE

with the labeled data from both normal and failing executions,
without the data from the failing executions corresponding to
FT , and we evaluated the ability of PREMISE to predict failures
when induced by faults of type FT .

We compared PREVENT with LOUD, by considering the
same embodiment of LOUD that we exploit in PREVENT,
that is, the standalone Anomaly ranker component trained as
described above.

LOUD (the standalone Anomaly ranker) ranks anomalous
KPIs for all execution states, regardless of any prediction,
and thus suffers from many false-prediction alarms on normal
execution data. For a fair comparison, we filtered out false-
prediction alarms by signaling failure predictions only when
LOUD reports the same node at the top of the anomalous node
ranking for N consecutive timestamps. This follows the intu-
ition that anomalies increase in the presence of failures, and thus
the failing nodes should likely persist as the top ranked nodes
if the failing conditions keep occurring. We report the false-
prediction alarm rate of LOUD for N = 3, 4, 5, 6, after observing

Fig. 5. Failure predictions for CPU stress.

Fig. 6. Failure predictions for memory leak.

a huge amount of false alarms for values of N less than 3, and
an unacceptable delay in signaling anomalous states for values
of N greater than 6.

C. Results

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 visualize the results of PREVENTA,
PREVENTE , and PREMISE in the experiments with the injected
failures. Each figure shows three plots that report the results of
three replicas of the experiments for PREVENTA, PREVENTE ,
and PREMISE, respectively. The plots of PREMISE report the
data obtained with the PREMISE model trained without the
failures of the type considered in the plot.
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Fig. 7. Failure predictions for packet loss.

Fig. 8. Failure predictions for packet delay.

The x-axis indicates the timeline of each experiment in min-
utes: Each experiment includes a (not showed) initial 15 min-
utes lag to stabilize the system, a fault injection after additional
15 minutes of normal execution (the vertical red line in the
plots), and a failing execution (the area after the red line) up
to an observable system failure (a red square at the end of
the plots).

We observe a Redis failures when the memory fragmenta-
tion ratio of Redis servers exceeds 1.5, following the Redis
documentation that requires the memory fragmentation ratio
of Redis servers to be lower than 1.5, and the servers to be
restarted otherwise.7

Each plot shows three rows of colored squares, one row for
each experiment replica. The colors visualize the strength of the
predictions of the different approaches at each timestamp:

• Blue squares indicate successful failure predictions, that is,
failure predictions reported along with correct localization
results. In the case of PREVENT this means that the node
reported at the top of the localization ranking is a node in
which we injected the failure.

• Grey squares indicate either false prediction alarms be-
fore the injection or false location alarms after the injec-
tion, that is, states wrongly identified as anomalous during
normal executions and failures wrongly located in non-
anomalous nodes, respectively.

• Yellow squares indicate the absence of prediction, which
correspond to either true negatives before the start of the
failure injection or false negatives after the injection.

• The red squares indicate the timestamps at which the in-
jected failures manifest as observable failures of the clus-
ter, and the experiment terminates.

7https://redis.io/docs

Fig. 9. Failure predictions for packet corruption.

We add the legend only to Fig. 5 to reduce redundancy. In a
nutshell, the more the yellow squares occur before the injection
and the blue squares occur after the injection, the better the
approach is. As we discuss below, the three experiment replicas
yields consistent results in all cases, thus suggesting that three
replicas are sufficient indeed.

RQ1: Effectiveness

RQ1 focuses on PREVENTA and PREVENTE(the bottom and
mid plots in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). We comparatively evaluate the
effectiveness of PREVENTA and PREVENTE to predict failures
in terms of false prediction alarm rate, reaction time, prediction
earliness and true positive rate that we define as follows:

• False prediction alarm rate: The portion of false predic-
tions during normal execution, before the failure injection,
that is, the portion of grey squares before the vertical
red line;

• Reaction time: The time interval between the injection
and the first true prediction, that is, the number of squares
between the failure injection and the first blue square;

• Prediction earliness: The time interval between the first
true positive and the observable system failures, that is,
the number of squares between the first blue square and
the red square;

• True positive rate: The portion of true positives between
the first true positive and the observable system failures,
that is, the portion of blue squares between the first blue
square and the red square.

The false prediction alarm rate quantifies the annoyance of
operators receiving useless alerts. The reaction time quantifies
the delay in alerting the operators. The prediction earliness
quantifies the time offered to the operators to adopt countermea-
sures before the observable system failure. The true positive rate
indicates the stability of the failure location alarms, once they
are first raised. Predictions with high stability are most desirable
since they indicate good sensitivity of the models after they start
sensing the failure symptoms.

The plots in the figures show that both PREVENTA (the bottom
plots) and PREVENTE (the mid plots) successfully predict all
five types of failures, consistently across the experiment repli-
cas. PREVENTA predicts both slightly earlier and with slightly
better stability than PREVENTE both packet delay and packet
corruption failures. The yellow squares before the injection of
the failure indicate that both PREVENTA and PREVENTE do not
suffer from false-prediction alarms during normal execution.

https://redis.io/docs
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TABLE II
PREDICTION EARLINESS FOR PREVENTA

Failure
Type

Experiment
replica

reaction
interval

earliness
interval

TPR

(in minutes)

CPU stress
r1 0 26 100%
r2 0 24 100%
r3 0 26 100%

Mem leak
r1 2 33 100%
r2 2 25 100%
r3 3 30 100%

Pckt loss
r1 1 8 100%
r2 0 6 100%
r3 0 7 100%

Pckt delay
r1 1 8 88%
r2 0 8 100%
r3 1 6 100%

Pckt corr
r1 0 8 100%
r2 0 12 100%
r3 0 9 100%

Tables II and III report in detail the reaction time interval,
the prediction earliness interval, and the true positive rate of
predictions (TPR) per failure type and experiment replica, for
PREVENTA and PREVENTE , respectively. The data indicate that
both PREVENTA and PREVENTE predict failures within the first
minute after the failure injection in most cases (reaction in-
terval ≤ 1), and in four minutes in the worst case. In details,
PREVENTE predicts the failure in less than a minute in 13 out of
15 cases, and PREVENTA in 12 out of 15 cases. The predictions
of PREVENTA are more stable than the predictions of PREVENTE

for packet loss, packet delay and packet corruption. The TPR
of PREVENTA is 100% in 14 out of 15 cases, and 88% in a
single replica of the packet delay experiment, while the TPR of
PREVENTE is 100% in 10 cases; it is between 60% and 71% in 4
cases; It is 33% in a replica of the packet corruption experiment.

Overall both PREVENTA and PREVENTE predict failures early
and with good stability in most cases. The two approaches have
comparable performance, although PREVENTA provides slightly
more stable predictions than PREVENTE . These results confirm
the ability of the general PREVENT approach to predict fail-
ures in unsupervised fashion, and the relevance of the original
PREVENTA instantiation that we propose in this paper.

RQ2: Comparative Evaluation

RQ2 focuses on the advantages and limitations of the unsu-
pervised PREVENT approach with respect to state-of-the-art (su-
pervised) approaches. Unsupervised approaches do not require
training with data collected during failing executions, thus they
can be used in the many industrially relevant cases where it is
not possible to seed failures during operations, as required for
supervised approaches.

We experimentally compare PREVENT with PREMISE, a rep-
resentative supervised state-of-the-art approach as we discuss
in Section II at page II, to understand the impact of the lack of
training with data from failing execution on earliness and true
positive rate. The top plots in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 visualize the
results of executing PREMISE on the same data we use in the
experiments with PREVENTA and PREVENTE .

TABLE III
PREDICTION EARLINESS FOR PREVENTE

Failure
Type

Experiment
replica

reaction
interval

earliness
interval

TPR

(in minutes)

CPU stress
r1 0 26 100%
r2 0 24 100%
r3 0 26 100%

Mem leak
r1 1 34 100%
r2 2 25 100%
r3 1 32 100%

Pckt loss
r1 1 8 63%
r2 0 6 100%
r3 0 7 71%

Pckt delay
r1 4 5 60%
r2 1 7 100%
r3 1 6 67%

Pckt corr
r1 0 8 100%
r2 0 12 33%
r3 1 8 100%

TABLE IV
FALSE ALARM RATE ON THE NORMAL

EXECUTION DATA

Approach False-prediction alarm rate

PREVENTA 2%
PREVENTE 5%
LOUDN3 57%
LOUDN4 43%
LOUDN5 32%
LOUDN6 22%

In the experiments PREMISE rarely predicts failures and
never localizes the faulty component (grey squares after fail-
ure injection, that is, false location alarms). The experiments
confirm that the original combination of a state classifier with
an anomaly ranker of both PREVENTA and PREVENTE is more
effective than the PREMISE supervised learning approach, in
terms of both true and false positive rate.

RQ3: State Classifier and Anomaly Ranker Interplay

RQ3 focuses on the effectiveness of the original combination
of an anomaly ranker with a state classifier in both PREVENTA

and PREVENTE . We compare PREVENTA and PREVENTE with
LOUD, the state-of-the-art anomaly ranker that inspired our
anomaly ranker. We estimated the false-prediction alarm rate
of PREVENTA, PREVENTE , and LOUD (with N = 3, 4, 5, 6) by
executing each approach with the data that we collected during
a week of normal execution of the Redis Cluster (the third week
of our collected data, disjoint from the two weeks of data that
we used for training).

Table IV reports the false-prediction alarm rate, that is, the
portion of false predictions during the week of normal data.
The false-prediction alarm rate quantifies the annoyance of
operators receiving useless alerts. PREVENTA and PREVENTE

dramatically reduced the false-prediction alarm rate from un-
acceptable values between 22% and 57%, when using LOUD

stand-alone, to 2% and 5%, respectively, by combining LOUD

with failure predictors, as in PREVENT. PREVENTA outperforms
all approaches.
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Threats to Validity

We evaluated PREVENT by executing a prototype implemen-
tation on a large dataset that we collected on a complex cluster.
We carefully implemented the approach and carefully designed
our experiments to avoid biases. We understand that the limited
experimental framework may threaten the validity of the results,
and we would like to conclude this section by discussing how
we mitigated the main threats to the validity of the experiments
that we identified in our work.

Threats to the external validity: Possible threats to the ex-
ternal validity of the experiments derive from the experimental
evidence being available for a single system and five failure
types, which in turn depend on the effort required to set up a
proper experimental environment and collect data for validating
the approach. The main threats derive from the experimental
setting, and the set of failures.

Experimental setting: We experimented with a dataset
collected from a Redis cluster that we implemented on the
Google Cloud Platform, controlling the stability of the cluster
and guaranteeing the same running conditions for all experi-
ments, and the results may not generalise to other systems. We
mitigated the threat that derive from experimenting with a single
system by collecting data from a standard installation of a pop-
ular distributed application that is widely used in commercial
environments, and by collecting a large set of data from several
weeks of experiments. The data we used in the experiments are
available in a replication package8 for replicating the results and
for comparative studies with new systems.

Set of failures: We experimented with five failure types,
and the results may not generalize to other failure types. We
limited the experiments to five failure types due to the large
effort required to properly install and tune failure injectors and
collect valid data sets for each failure. We mitigated this threat
to the validity of our results by choosing types of failures which
are both common and very relevant in complex cloud systems,
and by injecting the failures with Chaos Mesh9, a failures
injector commonly used to study failure in cloud systems.

Threats to the internal validity: Possible threats to the
internal validity of the experiments derive from the prototype
implementation of the approaches and the traffic profile used in
the experiments.

Prototype implementation: We carried on the experi-
ments on an in-house prototype implementation of PREVENT,
PREMISE and LOUD. We mitigated the threats to the validity of
the experiments that may derive from a faulty implementation
by carefully designing and testing our implementation, by (i)
comparing the data obtained with our PREMISE and LOUD

implementations with the data available in the literature, (ii)
repeating the experiments three times, and (iii) making the
prototype implementation available in a replication package, to
allow for replicating the results.

Traffic profile: We mitigated the threats to the validity
of the results that may derive from the traffic profile that we
use to collect the experimental data, by experimenting with

8The replication package at https://star.inf.usi.ch/#/software-data/14
9https://chaos-mesh.org/

a seasonal traffic profile excerpted from industrial collabora-
tions, and that we compared with analogous traffic profiles
publicly available in the literature. We carried on the experi-
ments by collecting data over weeks of continuous executions
with profiles that correspond to traffic commonly observed in
commercial settings.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this section we overview the applications of machine learn-
ing to software engineering, and discuss in detail the approaches
for predicting software failures at runtime.

A. Machine Learning for Software Engineering

Many studies address software engineering problems
with supervised, unsupervised, weakly-supervised and semi-
supervised machine learning strategies.

Supervised learning approaches require training samples an-
notated (labelled) with the prediction outcomes. The supervised
training phase tunes the parameters of the model by minimizing
the errors with respect to the outcomes encoded with the labels.
There are many supervised learning approaches for predicting
failures [40], [43], [49], [50], [57].

Unsupervised learning approaches work with unlabelled
datasets, and either do not require training at all or tune models
that represent the characteristics of the samples as a whole, as
in our PREVENT approach. In production, unsupervised learning
approaches either discriminate clusters of mutually similar sam-
ples [48] or identify anomalies as samples that notably differ
from the samples used in the training phase [8], [18], [20],
[47], as in PREVENT. Unsupervised approaches do not require
the expensive effort of annotating large training samples, while
supervised approaches precisely predict the outcomes observed
in the training set.

Semi-supervised approaches are an interesting tradeoff be-
tween costs and precision, and have been recently applied to
solve several software engineering problems, including predict-
ing software fault-proneness [36], [65], [67].

Weak-supervised approaches aim to achieve the benefits
of supervised learning, while reducing the costs of labelling
[4], [35], [51], [53], [61], [66]. The popular active learning
approaches require to label a relatively small set of train-
ing samples that the active learning algorithms select as the
samples that contribute most to improve the quality of the
predictions [17].

Semi-supervised learning approaches are weak-supervised
approaches that rely on samples that the approaches auto-
matically label from the characteristics of a small set of
data that come with known labels [5], [12], [33], [41].
Bodo et al. propose a semi-supervised learning approach to
analyze the performance indicators related to the software
process, and show that the semi-supervised algorithm outper-
forms supervised learning approaches [7]. There are many
semi-supervised learning approaches for software analytics,
and in particular for predicting fault-prone software modules
[36], [65], [67].

https://star.inf.usi.ch/#/software-data/14
https://chaos-mesh.org/
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Classic approaches identify fault-prone modules with su-
pervised models based on metrics that reflect the complex-
ity of the code. These approaches require training datasets
labeled either as defective or non-defective according to
historical data, with a high cost for collecting the training
samples [25]. Zhang et al. alleviate the labelling cost by
exploiting the similarity among the code-level metrics of soft-
ware modules. They propose a semi-supervised learning ap-
proach that propagate an initially small set of the labelled
samples to unlabelled samples, by applying spectral clus-
tering [67]. Tu and Menzies’ FRUGAL approach extends the
semi-supervised approach from fault-proneness predictions to
other software analytics, like code warnings and issue close
time [65].

The problem of identifying fault-prone software from both
historical data on the defects identified in the software and
code metrics that can be measured during software testing and
maintenance radically differs from the problem of predicting
failures at runtime from metrics that measure the execution of
the software and not the code. To the best of our knowledge,
there exist no semi-supervised or weak-supervised approaches
to predict failures at runtime.

B. Failure Prediction and Diagnosis

Salfner et al.’s survey identifies online failure prediction
as the first step to proactively manage faults in production,
followed by diagnosis, action scheduling and execution of
corrective actions, and defines failure symptoms as the out-
of-norm behavior of some system parameters before the oc-
currence of a failure, due to side effects of the faults that
are causing the failure [55]. In this section we focus on the
failure prediction and diagnosis steps of Salfner et al.’s fault
management process, the steps related to PREVENT. We refer
the interested readers to Colman-Meixner et al.’s comprehen-
sive survey for a discussion of mechanisms for scheduling
and executing corrective actions to tolerate or recover from
failures [14].

Detecting failure symptoms, often referred to as anomalies,
is the most common approach to predict failures online. The
problem of detecting anomalies has been studied in many appli-
cation domains, to reveal intrusions in computer systems, frauds
in commercial organizations, abnormal patient conditions in
medical systems, damages in industrial equipments, abnormal
elements in images and texts, abnormal events in sensor net-
works, failing conditions in complex software systems [11].
Approaches to detect anomalies heavily depend on the charac-
teristics of the application domain. In this section, we discuss
approaches to detect anomalies in complex software systems,
to predict failures in production.

A distinctive characteristics of approaches for detecting
anomalies is the model that the approaches use to interpret
the data monitored in production, models that are either man-
ually derived by software analysts in the form of rules that
the system shall satisfy [13] or automatically inferred from the
monitored data. Approaches that automatically infer models
from monitored data work in either supervised or unsupervised

fashion, and do or do not require labeled data to synthesize the
models, respectively.

Rule-based approaches leverage analysts’ knowledge about
the symptoms that characterize failures, and rely on rules
manually defined for each application and context. Super-
vised approaches that are also referred to as signature-based
approaches [28] build the models by relying on previously
observed anomalies, and offer limited support for detect-
ing anomalies that were not previously observed. Unsuper-
vised approaches derive models without requiring labeled
data, thus better balancing accuracy and required information.
Some approaches focus on failure predictions only, yet others
approaches support both prediction and diagnosis, thus ad-
dressing the first two steps of Salfner et al.’s proactive fault
management process.

The PREVENT approach that we propose in this paper is an
unsupervised approach that both predicts and diagnoses fail-
ures, by detecting anomalies in the KPI values monitored on
distributed enterprise applications. The PREVENT State classifier
predicts upcoming failures as it observes system states with
significant sets of anomalous KPIs. The PREVENT Anomaly
ranker diagnoses the components that correspond to the largest
sets of representative anomalies as the likely originators of the
failures. In the remainder of this section we review the relevant
automatic approaches to predict and diagnose faults in complex
software systems.

Failure Prediction

The failure prediction approaches reported in the literature
predict failures in either datacenter hosts that serve cloud-based
applications and services or distributed applications that span
multiple hosts.

Approaches that predict failures in datacenter hosts monitor
metrics about resource consumption at host levels, like CPU,
disk, network and memory consumption, to infer whether a host
is likely to incur some failure in the near future, and proactively
migrate applications that run on likely-failing hosts. Tehrani
and Safi exploit a support-vector-machine model against (dis-
cretized) data on CPU usage, network bandwidth and avail-
able memory of the hosts, to identify hosts that are about
to fail [19]. Both Islam and Manivannan and Gao et al. in-
vestigate the relationship between resource consumption and
task/job failures, to predict failures in cloud applications [23],
[31]. Both David et al. and Sun et al. exploit neural networks
against data on disk and memory usage, to predict hardware
failures, isolate the at-risk hardware, and backup the data [15],
[62]. Approaches that predict failures in distributed applica-
tions, like PREVENT, address the complex challenge of sets
of anomalies that span multiple physical and virtual hosts
and devices.

Signature-based approaches leverage the information of ob-
served anomalies with supervised learning models, to capture
the behavior of the monitored system when affected by specific
failures. Signature-based approaches are very popular and sup-
port a large variety of approaches. Among the most representa-
tive approaches, both Seers [50] and Malik et al.’s approaches
[40] label runtime performance data as related to either passing
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or failing executions, and train classifiers to identify incoming
failures by processing runtime data in production, Sauvanaud
et al. classify service level agreement violations based on data
collected at the architectural tier [57], The SunCat approach
models and predicts performance problems in smartphone
applications [49].

Signature-based approaches suffer from two main limita-
tions: they both require labeled failure data for training, which
may not be easy to collect, and foster predictions that overfit
the failures available in the training set, without well capturing
other failures and failure patterns.

Both semi-supervised and unsupervised approaches learn
models from data observed during normal (non-failing)
executions, and identify anomalies when the data observed
in production deviate from the normal behaviors captured
in the models, thus discharging the burden of labelling the
training data.

Most approaches that claim a semi-supervised nature com-
bine semi-supervised learning with signature-based models to
yield their final prediction verdicts [22], [27], [63], [64]. As rep-
resentative examples, Mariani et al.’s PREMISE approach uses
a semi-supervised approach on monitored KPIs (IBM SCAPI
[30]) to identify anomalous KPIs, and builds a signature-
based model to identify failure-prone anomalies, by captur-
ing the relation between failures observed in the past and the
sets of anomalous KPIs [43]. Fulp et al.’s approach builds
failure prediction models with a support vector machine (a
signature-based approach) based on features distilled in semi-
supervised fashion from system log files [22]. Tan et al.’s
PREPARE approach predicts anomalies with a Bayesian net-
works trained in semi-supervised fashion, and feeds the anoma-
lies to a 2-dependent Markov model (a signature based model)
to predict failures [64]. Tan et al.’s ALERT approach refers
to unsupervised clustering to map the failure data to distinct
failure contexts, aiming to predict failures by using a dis-
tinct decision tree (a signature-based approach) for each failure
context [63].

These approaches are in essence signature-based approach
themselves, although they preprocess the input data in semi-
supervised fashion. They may successfully increase the preci-
sion of the predictions, by training the signature-based models
on pre-classified anomalies rather than plain runtime data, but
share the same limitations of signature-based models of requir-
ing labeled failure data for training, and fostering predictions
that overfit the failures of the training set. Indeed, in our exper-
iments, the PREMISE approach was ineffective against failures
and failure patterns that did not correspond to the signatures
considers during training.

Guan et al.’s approach [27] combines supervised and unsu-
pervised learning in a different way. They exploit Bayesian net-
works to automatically label the anomalous behaviors that they
feed to supervised learning models for training, thus potentially
relieving the burden of labelling the data.

Only few approaches work in unsupervised fashion like
PREVENT and EMBED [47] the energy-based failure prediction
approach that PREVENT exploits as state classifier and that we
have already described in Section II-B. Fernandes and al.’s

approach [20] matches the actual traffic again models of the
normal traffic built with either principal component analysis
or the ant colony optimisation metaheuristic to detect anoma-
lous traffic in computer networks. Ibidunmoye et al.’s unsuper-
vised approach [29] estimates statistical and temporal properties
of KPIs during normal executions, and detects deviations by
means of adaptive control charts. Both Bontemps et al.’s [8]
and Du et al.’s [18] approaches detect anomalies with long
short-term memory recurrent neural networks trained on normal
execution data. Ahmad et al.’s approach [2] uses hierarchical
temporal memory networks to detect anomalies in streaming
data time series.

Roumani and Nwankpa [54] propose a radically different
approach that extrapolates the trend of occurrence of past
incidents (extracted from historical data) to predict when other
incidents will likely occur again in the future, without requiring
data monitored in production.

Failure Diagnosis

Failure Diagnosis is the process of identifying the appli-
cation components responsible for predicted failures. Most
approaches proposed in the literature target performance bot-
tlenecks in enterprise applications, and include knowledge-
driven, dependency-driven, observational and signature-based
approaches [28].

Knowledge-driven approaches rely on knowledge that an-
alysts manually extract from historical records, and encode
in rules that the inference engine processes to detect per-
formance issues and identify the root-cause component. As
representative example, Chung et al.’s approach [13], is
designed to work at both development- and maintenance-
time, to provide testing-as-a-service, and assumes that ana-
lysts frequently update the underlying rules when observing
new issues.

Dependency-driven approaches analyze the communica-
tion flow among components, measure the frequency of the
flows, and perform causal path analysis to detect anoma-
lies and their causes. As a representative example, Samba-
sivan et al.’s Spectroscope [56] approach assists developers
to diagnose the causes of performance degrades after a soft-
ware change. It identifies significant variations in response
time or execution frequency, by comparing request flows be-
tween two corresponding executions, observed before and after
the change.

Observational approaches directly analyze the distribution
of the profiled data to explain which application component
correlates the most with a given system-level failure. As a
representative example, Magalhaes and Silva’s approach [37]
identifies performance anomalies of Web applications, by ana-
lyzing the correlation between the workload and response time
of the transactions: A response time variation that does not
correlate with a workload variation is pinpointed as a perfor-
mance anomaly. Then, they analyze the profiled data of each
component with ANOVA (analysis of variance) to spot which
data (and thus which components) explain the variance in the
response time [38], [39].
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Signature-based strategies use prior knowledge about the
mapping between failures and components to diagnose failures
of previously observed types [32]. As representative examples,
both PREMISE and ALERT that we already mentioned above
consider the failure location as an additional independent vari-
able of their signature-based prediction models [43], [63].

All approaches suffer from restrictions that limit their ap-
plicability to distributed enterprise applications. Knowledge-
driven and dependence-driven approaches, like Chung et al.’s
approach [13] and Sambasivan et al.’s Spectroscope [56], are
defined to assist developers in offline analyses, for instance,
after a software change. Signature-based approaches suffer
from the same limitations of signature-based failure predic-
tion approaches: They require labeled failure data for train-
ing, and foster predictions that overfit the failures available
in the training set, without well capturing other failures and
failure patterns.

Magalhaes and Silva’s observational approach [38] is the
closest approach to PREVENT anomaly ranker, since both ap-
proaches identify failing components as the components re-
lated to data strongly connected to anomalies. Magalhaes
and Silva’s approach and PREVENT differ in their technical
core: PREVENT uses Granger-causality centrality of the anoma-
lous KPIs of the component, while Magalhaes and Silva rely
on the ANOVA analysis. In this respect, PREVENT is more
failure-type-agnostic than Magalhaes and Silva’s approach,
since the Granger-causality models only causal relations among
KPIs, while the ANOVA analysis refer to some specific
failure metric, like poor response time in Magalhaes and
Silva’s approach.

Overall all approaches face challenges in balancing high
detection rates with low false-alarm rates, and the effective-
ness of the different strategies largely depends on the system
observability, the detection mode (real-time or post-mortem),
the availability of labelled data, the dynamics of the application
workload, the underlying execution context, and the nature of
the collected data.

V. CONCLUSION

Software failures in production are unavoidable [24]. Pre-
dicting failures and locating failing components online are the
first steps to proactively manage faults in production [55].
In this paper we discuss advantages and limitations of the
approaches reported in the literature, and propose PREVENT,
a novel approach that overcomes the main limitations of
current approaches.

PREVENT originally combines Deep autoencoder with
Granger causality analysis and PageRank centrality, to effec-
tively predict failures and locate failing components. By relying
on a combination of unsupervised approaches, PREVENT

overcomes a core limitation of supervised approaches that
require seeding failures to gather labeled training data, activity
hardly possible in commercial systems in production.

The experimental results that we obtained on data collected
by monitoring for several weeks a popular distributed
application used in commercial environments show that the

original combination of unsupervised techniques in PREVENT

outperforms supervised failure prediction approaches in
the majority of the experiments, and largely reduces the
unacceptable false positive rate of fault localizers used
in isolation.

The main contribution of this paper are (i) PREVENT, an orig-
inal combination of unsupervised techniques to predict failures
and localize failing resources in distributed enterprise appli-
cations, (ii) a large set of data that we collected on Redis, a
cluster widely used in commercial environments, data that we
offer in a replication package,10 (iii) a thorough evaluation that
indicates the effectiveness of PREVENT with respect to the start
of the art.

The results presented in this paper indicate the feasibility
of unsupervised machine-learning-based approaches to pre-
dict failures and locate failing components in commercial
environments, and open the horizon to study the effective-
ness of unsupervised approaches for predicting failure in
complex systems.
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